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DESCRIPTION
FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to a method and apparatus for using light emitting diodes

in a greenhouse setting. More particularly, it relates to a method of using LEDs to supplement
natural light and a support structure for using LEDs in a greenhouse setting. Also, the present

invention relates to systems and methods for controlling the diffusion angle of the LED light, so
as to permit even illumination of a surface.
DESCRIPTION OF RELATED ART

[0002] Sunlight is made up of a variety of wavelengths. The energy of light is inversely

proportional to its wavelength. In other words, the longer the wavelength the less energy the

light has. Sunlight can be separated into different wavelengths or colors by passing it through a

prism. Similarly, when the sun is at an angle to the earth's atmosphere, the light is reflected
and spread by the atmosphere. This is why sunrises and sunsets are so colorful. Another less

desirable result of this phenomenon is that a portion of blue light is not transmitted through the

atmosphere during the winter.
[0003] The light humans see is in the visible spectrum. Visible light ranges from approximately

400 nm to approximately 700 nm. Violet light is the shortest wavelength; highest energy light of
the visible spectrum and red light is the longest wavelength, lowest energy light of the visible
light. The longer the wavelength of visible light the more red its color. Ultraviolet light has a
shorter wavelength and has more energy than visible light. X-rays are the highest energy,

shortest wavelength light. Infra red light is a low energy light, having a wavelength longer than
that of red light. A large portion of sunlight is in the infrared range.
[0004] Photosynthesis is the process that converts energy from sunlight or other light to

chemical forms of energy that can be used by biological systems. Energy for photosynthesis is

provided by light, which is absorbed by the pigments of the plant.
[0005] The color and intensity of light are used in different photosynthesis reactions. The

brighter or more intense the light, the more energy the plant receives. Red light promotes

height and blue light promotes growth in girth. Thus, plants grown in red light will be tall and
spindly and plants grown in blue light will have a thick, strong stem, but will not be especially
tall.
[0006] In greenhouses, it is often desirable to control a plant's growth. For example, due to

conditions, customer or seasonal demands, transportation issues, etc. it may be desirable to
promote or inhibit budding, promote or inhibit flowering, promote germination, promote the
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leafiness of the plant, encourage a strong and/or lengthy stem, have a stronger plant, have a

bigger harvest, and/or promote or inhibit ripening of a fruit or vegetable.
[0007] Commonly, greenhouses will use lights to encourage or discourage plant growth.

Common types of lighting for landscapes and greenhouses include incandescent lights,

fluorescent lights, high-pressure sodium lights, metal halide lights, and mercury vapor lights.
Incandescent lights produce all wavelengths of light and are closest to natural sunlight. Thus,

they are commonly used to promote vegetative growth. The intensity of particular wavelengths
of light may be adjusted with the type of lights used to control growth mode. In addition to

controlling growth modes with light, growth modes can also be controlled by adjusting or
changing the fertilizer, stressing the plant such as with cold, shorter or longer lighted periods or

by adding a lighted period at night.
[0008] In the winter the sun is lower on the horizon. When sunlight passes through the ozone

layer about 50% of the blue light is reflected off the ozone layer rather than being transmitted.

Incandescent lights, while mimicking natural light tends to be comprised of a higher percentage
of low energy light than natural light. Thus, a plant grown under incandescent light or under
natural winter light tends to get less blue light than is optimal. There is a need for a system

which can be used to supplement the natural light in the winter by providing the short
wavelengths reflected by the ozone layer to the plants with minimal interference to the amount

of natural light.
[0009] Flower producers may wish to grow leafy, strong plants, but discourage flowering until it

is the season for the plant. A greenhouse vegetable producer may wish to encourage

germination growth, budding and fruiting of plants but then inhibit ripening of the vegetable so
that is not overly ripe at the time it reaches the food market. Thus, there is a need for a plant

illumination system which allows the grower to supplement natural light to adjust the growth
mode of plants without interfering with the amount of natural light received.

Light Emitting Diodes (LED) consists of a layer of two different semi-conductors. They can be
used to provide a source of light with a specific wavelength. Currently, light emitting diodes

LEDs have been used for low light, small size greenhouse environments. There is a need for a

LED plant illumination system, which allows for the use of LEDs on a large scale, such as a

commercial greenhouse. Such a LED plant illumination system is disclosed in JP 4 038136 B2.

There is a need for a plant illumination system, which makes use of LEDs to provide the
desired light intensity and/or wavelength to promote or discourage specific growth modes

without interfering with the natural light. There is also a need for a system that can be used
with natural light, artificial light or a combination of artificial and natural light without blocking a
significant amount of the light.

Prior art lighting systems for greenhouses are about 18 cm wide and, thus, block a portion of

the natural light. There is a need for a system that reduces the amount of blocked natural light.
Prior art lighting systems are heavy. A single sodium vapor lamp can weigh 20 kg. There is a

need for a lightweight lighting system.
The lamps of prior art lighting systems must be placed far above the plants. There is a need

for a lighting system which optionally can be located closer to the plants.
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0010] The present invention relates to an illumination system for plants to supplement natural

light without substantially interfering with the amount of natural light. The present invention
uses LEDs that deliver uniform illumination. The LEDs reduce energy and maintenance costs.

The system may be installed in a commercial greenhouse. Because of its narrow width, the

system is useful to supplement natural light because it allows a maximum amount of natural
light to reach the plants.

In accordance with the present invention there is provided a modular LED system according to
claim 1. The tunnel for receiving a tube carrying power and optionally cooling medium is herein
defined as an opening in the frame, wherein electrical plug-ins as well as connections for

cooling medium are provided. The wording of optionally cooling medium for the LED system is
used to indicate that the cooling medium can be introduced into the frame separate from the

tube carrying power.
In one embodiment of the present invention, LEDs with specific wavelengths are used in the

system for a specific effect. For example, blue LEDs to supplement the winter sunlight.
In another embodiment of the present invention the plants are exposed to sunlight and/or
artificial lights, preferably, natural light or sunlight and LEDs are used to supplement the light.
For example, in winter high frequency light is reflected off the ozone layer. Blue LEDs are used

to supplement the natural light to compensate for the high frequency light that is not
transmitted by the ozone layer. In addition, when specific wavelengths are needed for a
desired effect, additional LEDs may be provided which emit light at the desired wavelengths.

[0011] The LED system of the present invention has been modified to provide substantially
uniform illumination of a surface. In one embodiment, the modular LED system comprises a
plurality of light emitting diodes (LEDs) of at least two different colors for generating light within

a color spectrum, a processor for controlling an amount of electrical current supplied to the
plurality of LEDs, so that a particular amount of current supplied thereto determines a color of

light generated by the plurality of LEDs, a heat sink, and a translucent member associated with

the LEDs for determining a diffusion angle of light emitted from each LED. The presence of a

translucent member can permit the control of the diffusion angle of the light emitted from the
LEDs to provide substantially uniform illumination of a surface. In a preferred embodiment the
LEDs can be clicked onto the module.
[0012] In accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention the translucent
member is provided with a plurality of lenticular lenses disposed on or in the translucent layer.

The translucent layer and the lenticular lenses are positioned in spaced relation to the LEDs,

with each lenticular lens over at least one LED to affect the diffusion angle of the emitted light.
To engage the LED, each lenticular lense may include a recess adapted to complementarily
receive at least one LED.
[0013] The modular LED lighting system may further include a processor to control an amount
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of electrical current supplied to the plurality of LEDs, so that a particular amount of current
supplied thereto determines a color of light generated by the plurality of LEDs. In such

embodiments, controlling the amount of electrical current supplied to the plurality of LEDs can

affect the color of light generated by the plurality of LEDs. The modular LED system may also
include a connector for removably coupling in series a plurality of translucent member and

LEDs. The modular LED system may additionally have a power module for providing electrical

current from a power source to the LED, and, optionally, an electrical connector for removably
coupling the LED system to the power module. In certain embodiments, a modular LED system

includes means for programming the processor and/or a

mechanism for facilitating

communication between the LEDs and the processor.
[0014] The modular LED lighting system, in accordance with another embodiment of the

invention, may also provide a color gradient or color grid along the surface. To generate such a
gradient or grid, light emitted from each LED or group of LEDs may be of a distinct color, and
may be provided with a particular diffusion angle, so as to permit the light from that LED or

group of LEDs to illuminate a specific region of the surface.
[0015] In accordance with another embodiment of the present invention, a method for

manufacturing a modular LED system is provided. In particular, a plurality of LEDs is first

arranged in a predetermined array. Subsequently a member having a plurality of spatially

adjustable lenses arranged in an array similar to that of the plurality of LEDs is provided, each

lens having a recess to complementarily receive an LED. Thereafter, the plurality of LEDs is
engaged with the plurality of lenses so that each lens complementarily receives an LED.
[0016] LEDs (Light Emitting Diode) have the advantage that their spectrum can be designed

such that it exactly meets the requirements of plants. The said advantage also applies to all
types of LEDs, including OLEDs (Organic Light Emitting Diodes), which is a special type of a

light emitting diode in which the emissive layer may comprise a thin film of certain organic

components. The expression LED is meant to comprise OLEDs. The advantage of the OLED is
that it is a homogeneous large area light source with potentially low cost and high efficiency
and hence, OLEDs are better suited for horticulture applications where the total cost of

ownership is important. These OLEDs utilize current flowing through a thin-film of organic

material to generate light. The color of light being emitted and the efficiency of the energy
conversion from current to light are determined by the composition of the organic thin-film

material. However, the OLEDs comprise a substrate material as a carrier layer, which may be
made of glass or an organic material or from non transmittive materials such as metal foils.

Furthermore, organic light emitting diodes consist of at least one very thin layer with a layer

thickness of approx. 5-500 nm of organic substances on a glass substrate covered with an

electrically conducting and optically transparent oxide. This conducting layer usually is
performed as Indium-Tin-Oxide (ITO). Usually the ITO-layer forms the anode and a layer of

Aluminum forms the cathode, whereas the Aluminum layer features a thickness of approx. 100
nm and thus a thickness like the ITO-layer. Aluminum of such a thickness works as a mirror,
such that the emission is through the transparent ITO anode and the transparent substrate

only. If the cathode metal is thin enough to be partially transparent, part of the light can also be
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emitted through the cathode. By using other appropriate materials as cathode, the OLED can

be made optical transparent. In this case the OLED may work as a kind of window, which at

daytime is letting the sunlight falling into the greenhouse. But at nighttime the OLED may work
as a lighting mean, illuminating the greenhouse.
[0017] According to another embodiment of the invention the lighting element can consist of an

array of OLEDs, comprising at least two different groups of OLEDs, wherein the first group of
OLEDs deliver a grow light and the second group of the OLEDs deliver a control light for the

plant. It is known, that the sheer growth of the plant is mainly depending on the amount of light,
possessing the wavelength absorbed by Chlorophyll A or B. To achieve a generous growth of

the plant the first group of OLEDs of the light emitting element should consists of at least two
types of OLEDs, emitting at different wavelength. It is preferred that the first type of OLED

emits in the region of blue light with a wavelength between 400 nm to 500 nm. Furthermore,
the second type of OLED should emit in the region of red light between 600 to 700 nm. In

another preferred embodiment the grow light emitted by the first group of OLEDs can consists
of approximately 80% to 90% red light and 10% to 20% blue light.
[0018] In addition to the described grow light, a control light should be used to steer the growth

of the plant. The growths of a plant whether it is huge or small and compact can be controlled
by illuminating the plant with light of different colors. It is known, that the use of a large amount

of blue light (400 nm to 500 nm) results in a tall plant whereas the use of a small amount of

blue light results in a small and compact plant. Furthermore, the light in the green spectrum

increases the tendency of the plant to propagate. In addition, by using light with the

appropriate wavelength the blooming of the plants can be controlled. So by controlling the type
of wavelength being emitted onto the plants, the way and the manner of the growing of the
plant can be controlled.
[0019] It is an aim of the present invention to promote the growth, development and health of

plants. Another aim of the invention is to realize substantial energy savings. The invention

comprises enhanced monitoring or sensing the growth, development and/or health of the
relevant plants and adequate "fine tuning" of the properties of their illumination.
[0020] To that end it is preferred, according to the present invention, in a greenhouse system

which comprises the modular LED lighting system for the illumination of plants etc. inside the

greenhouse for the benefit of plant growth, to include sensor means for measuring one or
more variables which are directly or indirectly related to the growth, development or health of

those plants or relevant groups of plants, as well as control means which are arranged to
control the illumination in dependency of the output of the sensor means.
[0021] It is highly preferred, in such a greenhouse system, that the illumination with the

modular LED lighting system and control means are arranged to vary the intensity as well as

the spectral distribution of the light emitted by the modular LED lighting system.
[0022] As known as such from the prior art, the emitted light may be pulsed light, wherein,
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according to a preferred option of the invention, the pulse characteristics may be varied by the
control means in dependency of the output of the sensor means.
[0023] It is preferred that the control means are arranged to interpret the relevant variables

measured by the sensor means and to assess the actual and/or expected growth of the
relevant plants, and to control the intensity and/or the spectral distribution of the light emitted
by the illumination means to those relevant plants in accordance with the assessment result.
[0024] E.g. in greenhouses which are arranged to use incident (sun) light, one or more

sensors may be provided for measuring the intensity and/or spectral distribution of the actual
light in the greenhouse, thus enabling that such incident light may be e.g. filtered, screened

etc. by filters, screens etc., or that the incident light is supplemented by the artificial, spectrally

"fine tuned" illumination.
[0025] One or more sensors may be provided for measuring one or more plant dimensions,

e.g. the size of the plant roots, leafs, stems, fruits or flowers, of the relevant plants or groups of

plants.
[0026] Finally, it is noted that, to still increase the energy efficiency of the greenhouse system

(which, after all, was one aim of the present invention), the LED modules of the present

invention may be cooled by means of a cooling medium, e.g. a fluid or air, which cooling
medium preferably can be connected to a heating or air conditioning system of the
greenhouse, thus enabling that the energy which in the LED modules is not converted into light

but into heat, can be recuperated. This is a special opportunity of LED modules, as in LEDs, as
a result of their nature, the heat is mainly generated at the backside of the LEDs (contrary to
e.g. in sodium lamps etc. which radiate their heat from their illuminating front side) and, due to
that, can be collected from the backside of the modules without hindering the light emission at

the frond side, and can, via a cooling medium and a circulation system, be supplied to the

greenhouse's heating or air conditioning system or any other heating or air conditioning

system.
[0027] The present invention also provides system for screening the photosynthetic activity of

a plant material, said system comprising a closed photobioreactor illuminated with one or more
modular LED systems of the present invention.
[0028] In accordance with the present invention there is also provided a method for screening

optimum illumination of a plant material, comprising the steps of placing the plant material in a
bioreactor illuminated with one more modular LED systems of the present invention, and

measuring the CO2 production rate of the plant material by various light intensities.
[0029] It is also an object of the invention to provide an improved reactor for the cultivation of

phototrophic micro organisms such that sunlight is converted more efficiently into biomass. In a

further aspect of the invention, it is an object to provide a process for the cultivation of
phototrophic micro organisms in which sunlight is more efficiently converted into biomass.
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[0030] According to the invention, there is provided a reactor for the cultivation of phototrophic

micro organisms comprising:
1. i) one or more compartments suitable for containing a liquid comprising an phototrophic

micro organism culture,
2. ii) an inlet for supplying a CO2 comprising gas flow to the one or more compartments,
3. iii) an outlet for removing gas from the one or more compartments, a

4. iv) means for regulating the temperature of the phototrophic micro organism culture, and
5. v) an LED system of the present invention to illuminate the phototrophic micro
organisms.

[0031] Moreover, the present invention is directed to a system for controlling optimum

illumination of plants in a greenhouse, said system comprising:

• a photobioreactor comprising means for screening the photosynthetic activity, which

photobioreactor is illuminated with an LED system of the present invention in addition to
incoming sun light, said photobioreactor is also equipped with one or more photodiodes
that measure the intensity of the incoming sunlight;

• a computer for treating data received from the means for screening the photosynthetic
activity, and which computer implements a program that

1. i) screens the photosynthetic activity of the plant material of the photobioreactor
illuminated with light of various wavelength and intensity;

2. ii) measures the incoming sunlight and if the intensity thereof decreases it

increases the intensity of the LEDs; and
3. iii) controls the illumination of the plants in the greenhouse by illuminating the

plants with light having a composition of wavelength and intensity which has given
rise to the highest photosynthetic activity in the photobioreactor.

[0032] Also, the present invention concerns a method for controlling optimum illumination of

plants in a greenhouse, said method comprising the steps:
• providing a photobioreactor for screening the photosynthetic activity of a plant material
placed in the bioreactor, which photobioreactor is illuminated with an LED system of the
present invention in addition to incoming sun light; and

• providing a computer for treating data received from the means for screening the
photosynthetic activity;

wherein the computer screens the photosynthetic activity of the plant material of the
photobioreactor illuminated with light of various wavelength and intensity, and then controls the
illumination of the plants in the greenhouse by illuminating the plants with light having a

composition of wavelength and intensity which has given rise to the highest photosynthetic
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activity in the photobioreactor.
[0033] As in many of the above discussed embodiment one or more photodiodes may be used

to compensate for reduced incoming sublight due to seasonal variations or cloudy weather.
[0034] In certain embodiments, the systems and methods described herein utilize a current

control for the lighting assembly, which may be a pulse width modulated ("PWM") current
control or other form of current control where each current-controlled unit is uniquely

addressable and capable of receiving illumination color information on a computer lighting

network. As used herein, "current control" means PWM current control, analog current control,
digital current control, and any other method or system for controlling current.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0035]
Figure 1 shows three views of one embodiment of the present invention with cooling ribs: (a)

upper view, (b) lower view and (c) lower view with end housing removed to reveal inner

structure.
Figure 2 shows an exploded view of an embodiment of the present invention utilizing a click

system for releasable mounting of the lower housing containing the LEDs and lens array.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0036] Plants grow due to photosynthesis. Plants use water, carbon dioxide and light to create

energy and oxygen. Different wavelengths of light affect plants differently. The best light for

most plant growth is in the red and blue wavelengths.
[0037] The maximum transmission of blue light occurs about midday. Because of the angle of

the sun, the high-energy blue light tends to be reflected off the ozone layer in the morning and

evening. Thus, there is less blue in the light. Similarly, there is less blue light in the winter
because the earth is at an angle to the sun. In the winter about 50% of the high-energy blue

light is reflected by the ozone layer and the light that is transmitted consists primarily of lowerenergy light. As a result, plants may not get sufficient amounts of blue light.
[0038] Plants grown under artificial light may also be deficient in blue light. For example, high
intensity sodium lamps, which are often used in greenhouses, maximize the light that can be

seen by humans. Incandescent lights, which are often used in home plant growing situations,

also have less blue light than the amount needed for optimal plant growth. A grower may want
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to supplement the amount of blue light. In some situations, the grower may wish to encourage
or discourage particular plant growth modes with specific wavelengths of light. Thus, it is often

necessary or desirable to supplement natural or artificial light with specific wavelengths of light.
[0039] Prior art lighting systems block a portion of the natural light entering the greenhouse.

Prior art systems utilize bulky lights that block 10% or even more of the footprint of the lighted
area of the greenhouse. This undesirable effect is worsened by shadows that are cast by the

frame and/or lights. The prior art system uses a plurality of lights. For example, in a typical

system using high-pressure sodium (HPS) lamps, the reflector of the lamp is 35 cm wide by 35
cm long, the power supply of the lamp is about 18 cm wide by 38 cm long, and the attachment
supports are about 4 cm wide. The greenhouse support frame is about 3 cm wide.
[0040] Another disadvantage of prior art systems is uneven lighting. Some plants are

illuminated by two lamps while others are illuminated by three. As a result, the plants may not

grow and mature at the same rate. Some plants may mature slowly or will not grow as large as
others.
[0041] Prior art lighting systems are heavy, a single sodium vapor lamp can weigh 20 kg. Thus,

the greenhouse frame needs to be strong enough to support the lighting system. Further, prior

art lighting systems have lamps that must be kept away from the plants. This requires the
greenhouse structures be of sufficient height to keep the lights away from the plants.
[0042] The light engine comprises a board, preferably a metal core with a plurality of LEDs

mounted thereon. The board is in the form of a plate that can be mechanically attached to a

frame. Preferably, the LEDs are power package LEDs. Preferably, the LEDs are spaced equally

along the plate. The LEDs are powered by a power supply. Preferably, the board is connected

to the power supply by wires and the power supply is remote from the light engine. The power
supply can power more than one light engine. Preferably the light engine is attached to an

electrically conductive wire, wherefrom it supplied with power. Alternatively the light engine is
mounted on a tube, which in addition to provide the light engine with power also provides a gas
flow for cooling purposes.
[0043] The light engines are relatively light. Thus, the greenhouse can be built so the frame

can support the greenhouse. Extra weight of the lamps does not need to be a consideration

when determining the frame strength and/or design.
[0044] Further, the LEDs can be located close to or away from the plants. Thus, the light

engines can be retrofit on an existing greenhouse frame. In addition, because the LEDs do not

have to be kept away from the plants, the greenhouse can be built lower to the ground. This
saves materials and may allow lighter weight frames to be used. It may also allow for reduced

heating and/or cooling costs since the room to be heated or cooled may be smaller than in

conventional greenhouses.
[0045] Figure 1 shows three views of one embodiment of the present invention with cooling
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ribs: (a) upper view, (b) lower view and (c) lower view with end housing removed to reveal

inner structure. The LED lighting system comprises a modular housing 1, a tunnel 2 for
insertion of a pipe/cable for transport of power and possibly other connections to the LED
system. Cooling ribs 3 are used to effectively transfer heat away from the LEDs. Each

individual LED (not shown) is provided with a lens 4 to give uniform illumination of the plants.
These lenses are formed as part of an injection moulded clear plastic lens array 5, behind

which the LED circuit board 6 is mounted. The electronics board 7 containing the control
processor and providing power to the LEDs is mounted in the upper part of the modular
housing.

[0046] Figure 2 shows an exploded view of an embodiment of the present invention utilizing a
click system for releasable mounting of the lower housing containing the LEDs and lens array.

In this view, the recesses for accepting the LEDs can be seen in the lens array 5, and the

bases of the reverse mounted LEDs 8 can be seen on the circuit board 6. The light emitting
part of each LED is placed in a hole in the board to allow illumination out through the lens
array. The lens array and LED board are in turn mounted on the lower housing module 9,

which can be clicked on to the rest of the modular housing using a toungue 10 and groove 11

system.
EXAMPLE

[0047] In order to clarify the objective of the present invention a case study is presented.
Growing the flower Campanula requires high intensity artificial light, in order to ensure high

plant quality throughout the year. PKM A/S is a Danish greenhouse/nursery, who among other

crops grows app. 11 mill Campanula yearly. The electricity bill for lighting is about 2/3 of the
utility bill, meaning that the interest in energy savings regarding electricity is high. The

traditional "high pressure sodium" lamp is an efficient system regarding light output, but

inefficient in terms of providing the correct wavelengths for high photosynthetic activity. By
changing HPS with the LED system of the present invention the Nursery owner is subject to an
electrical energy saving of 50 %. The system used comprises two colors of LED equipped with

cooling means and in front of the LEDs a flat translucent member is provided. The cooling
medium is transferred into and out of the fixture using a tunnel. The energy taken from the
fixtures with the cooling medium is reused in the greenhouse for e.g. heating purposes.
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FREMGANGSMÅDE OG APPARAT TIL ANVENDELSE AF LYSEMITTERENDE

DIODER I ET DRIVHUSMILJØ
Patentkrav

1.

Modulært LED-system omfattende:
- en ramme, der har:

5

- en flerhed af lysemitterende dioder (LED-dioder) i mindst to forskellige farver

til frembringelse af lys inden for et farvespektrum, idet LED-dioderne er monteret, fortrinsvis
klikbart, på eller tilstødende en, fortrinsvis varmeledende, plade udstyret med en

køleanordning til afkøling af LED-dioderne med kølemiddel,
- en processor til styring af en mængde af elektrisk strøm leveret af flerheden

10

af LED-dioder, således at en bestemt mængde strøm leveret dertil bestemmer en farve af

lys frembragt af flerheden af LED-dioder og
- et fladt, gennemsigtigt organ, der har gennemsigtige linser forbundet med

LED-dioderne for at forøge eller formindske spredningsvinklen for lys emitteret fra hver LED15

diode for at tilvejebringe i det væsentlige ensartet belysning af en overflade,

hvor rammen over pladen udstyret med køleanordningen er forsynet med en tunnel med

elektriske modtagestik til modtagelse af et rør, der bærer strøm til LED-systemet.
2.

Modulært LED-system ifølge krav 1, hvor det gennemsigtige organ indbefatter en

række af linseformede linser anbragt på organet.
20

3.

Modulært LED-system ifølge krav 1, hvor det gennemsigtige organ indbefatter en

flerhed af individuelle linseformede linser.
4.

Modulært LED-system ifølge krav 1, hvor det gennemsigtige organ indbefatter et

indhak indrettet til komplementær modtagelse af mindst én LED-diode.
5.
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Modulært LED-system ifølge krav 1, hvor flerheden af LED-dioder er arrangeret i en i

det væsentlige lineær række.

6.

Modulært LED-system ifølge krav 1, hvor LED-dioderne har form af OLED-dioder.

7.

Modulært LED-system ifølge krav 1, der endvidere omfatter et strømmodul til at

forsyne LED-systemet med elektrisk strøm fra en strømkilde.

8.
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Modulært LED-system ifølge krav 1, hvor processoren er konfigureret som en

adresserbar processor, der er i stand til at modtage data fra et netværk.
9.

Modulært LED-system ifølge krav 1, hvor processoren er konfigureret til at styre

flerheden af LED-dioder ved anvendelse af signaler udvalgt fra gruppen bestående af
strømstødsmodulerede

signaler,

strømstødsbreddemodulerede

signaler,
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strømstødssvingningshøjdemodulerede

signaler,

strømstødsforskydningsmodulerede

signaler, analoge signaler og kombinationer og/eller modulationer deraf.
10.

Modulært LED-system ifølge krav 1, hvor styringen af LED-dioderne er bestemt af

intensiteten af det indkommende sollys og/eller intensiteten af lyset fra det modulære LED5

system for derved at kompensere for den formindskede eller forøgede intensitet af sollys,
når det er vinter eller overskyet vejr, eller intensiteten af lyset fra det modulære LED-system.

11.

Modulært LED-system ifølge krav 1, hvor flerheden af LED-dioder indbefatter mindst

en første farve LED-diode og en anden farve LED-diode, hvor den elektriske strøm
indbefatter en første strøm leveret til den første farve LED-diode og en anden strøm leveret
10

til den anden farve LED-diode og hvor processoren styrer mængderne af henholdsvis den

første og den anden strøm for at variere farven af lyset frembragt af flerheden af LED-dioder.
12.

System til at screene for fotosynteseaktiviteten af et plantemateriale, hvilket system

omfatter en lukket fotobioreaktor belyst med et eller flere modulære LED-systemer ifølge

krav 1.
15

13.

Fremgangsmåde til at screene for optimal belysning af et plantemateriale, hvilken

fremgangsmåde omfatter trinnene at anbringe plantematerialet i en bioreaktor belyst med et

eller flere modulære LED-systemer ifølge krav 1 og at måle plantematerialets CO2produktionshastighed ved forskellige lysintensiteter.
14.

System til at styre optimal belysning af planter i et drivhus, hvilket system omfatter:
- en fotobioreaktor, der omfatter en anordning til at screene for fotosynteseaktiviteten,
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hvilken fotobioreaktor ud over indkommende sollys er belyst med et LED-system ifølge krav
1, og
- en computer til behandling af data modtaget fra anordningen til at screene for

fotosynteseaktiviteten, hvilken computer indeholder et program, der

i) screener for fotosynteseaktiviteten af plantematerialet i bioreaktoren belyst

25

med lys af varierende bølgelængde og intensitet

ii) måler det indkommende sollys og, hvis intensiteten deraf formindskes,
forøger intensiteten af LED-dioderne og

iii) styrer belysningen af planterne i drivhuset ved at belyse planterne med lys,
30

der har en sammensætning af bølgelængde og intensitet, der har forårsaget den højeste

fotosynteseaktivitet i fotobioreaktoren.
15.

Fremgangsmåde til at styre optimal belysning af planter i et drivhus, hvilken

fremgangsmåde omfatter trinnene:

3
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- at tilvejebringe en fotobioreaktor til at screene for fotosynteseaktiviteten af et

plantemateriale anbragt i bioreaktoren, hvilken fotobioreaktor ud over indkommende sollys
er belyst med et LED-system ifølge krav 1,
- at tilvejebringe en computer til behandling af data modtaget fra anordningen til at

5

screene for fotosynteseaktiviteten,

hvor computeren screener for fotosynteseaktiviteten af plantematerialet i bioreaktoren belyst

med lys af varierende bølgelængde og intensitet og derefter styrer belysningen af planterne

i drivhuset ved at belyse planterne med lys, der har en sammensætning af bølgelængde og
intensitet, der har forårsaget den højeste fotosynteseaktivitet i fotobioreaktoren.
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